LONG RANGE SECTION
STOCK

ing a stock is fun and exciting. With all the
The final piece of the puzzle for a custom rifle build is the stock. Choos
izing the look and feel of the rifle. Have
options that are available, this is where you can get creative in custom
the stock. Set up the look and feel of your
fun in choosing the style, color, and material that will be used to build
-hole grip, pistol grip, swollen fore end, or an
custom rifle the way you want it. Maybe you would like a thumb
the stock will be made out of the goal of the
adjustable cheek rest. Keep in mind when choosing the material
technology light weight composite. Like every
rifle weighing in around 9 pounds, so my advice is to use the new
offering custom stocks. McMillan, Manners,
other component in a custom rifle build, there are many companies
g stocks that would be suitable for a long
H.S. Precision, and Bell and Carlson are a few of the companies offerin
s don’t forget about bedding. The stock can
rang hunting rifle. After choosing the style, color, and custom option
the front lug.
be ordered with pillar bedding, and I’d have the gunsmith glass bed
addressed in building a custom long range
This was just a quick overview of some things that will need to be
nents into its own article, because there is
hunting rifle. I could have broken down each one of these compo
a brief summary on each. Like I said in the
plenty to talk about for each one, but, for now, I just wanted to supply
point for your own research, and to help you
beginning, I wrote this in hopes that it would be a helpful starting
acturing companies as well as your gunsmith.
come up with your own questions for custom component manuf
Good luck, and have fun with it.

Brady Palmer is a Horns & Hooks Pro Staff member. proud father, and hunting expert. He has been featured in publications throughout the US and is passionate about sharing his knowledge with other hunters!
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& PERSONAL
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StorY By: Stephen P. Boyer

s I start writing this article, I’m preparing
to leave next week for a Bull Moose hunt
in northern Alberta, from September 29
to October 7, 2012. Surprisingly, after
all my formal education in the U.S., I was
surprised on how little I knew about Canada. To help
those non-Canadian readers of my article, according
to Wikipedia, “Alberta is located in western Canada,
bounded by the provinces of British Columbia to the
west and Saskatchewan to the east, the Northwest Territories to the north, and the US state of Montana to
the south.”
HORNS AND HOOKS MAGAZINE

Next week, I’ll fly from Northwest Arkansas to Edmonton in the Alberta Province. Edmonton, the capital city
of Alberta, is located near the geographic center of
the province. By the way, center is spelled “centre” in
Canada.
After researching Alberta Outfitters, I decided to signup with Ghost River Outfitters in the Little Smoky River
area of Alberta. I found that Ghost River Outfitters
provides professional personalized guided hunts. Their
outfitter facilities are located Northwest of Edmonton
and Southeast of Grande Prairie and bounded by the
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Little Smoky River for excellent moose habitat.
I will be hunting with Dan Moore, the owner of Ghost
River Outfitters. We will be hunting in the Boreal National Forest. The Boreal Forest Region comprises 48
percent of Alberta.
On September 29, I landed in Edmonton. Since it was
a late evening arrival, I stayed the evening at one of the
local hotels on the west end of Edmonton. As planned
earlier with Dan, my guide and outfitter, he informed
me that his son, Travis, who lives in Edmonton, would
be picking me up at my hotel around 8:00 A.M. After
Travis and I had breakfast, we packed up and headed
for Dan’s home in Little Smoky. The drive took approximately 3 hours; we traveled Northwest of Edmonton on Highway 43. When we arrived in Little Smoky,
Dan’s wife, Danielle, was preparing lunch for everyone
including Ken, another moose hunter, from Wetaskiwin,
Alberta.
Ken and Dan had been hunting the past two days and
had seen where the moose had been traveling near
the rivers in the area. To my welcome surprise, Dan
informed me that Ken would be hunting from a welltraveled ground stand this afternoon and we would
head out for Bull Ridge near the Little Smoky River.
Dan stated he was going to try and have me in the
field as much as possible since the rut was in full swing.
After lunch, I quickly unpacked. Dan, Ken, and I drove
approximately twenty-five minutes to drop off Ken at
the ground stand where there were several rubs and
numerous tracks. All three of us had cell phones and
to my surprise had very good reception. Dan then
took me to private land near the Little Smoky River
where he had permission to hunt.
When we arrived, we locked up his 1-ton Dodge and
headed into the forest. During the next hour, we traveled several trails and ridgelines near the Little Smoky
River. I asked Dan if I could take a few pictures because
I never saw an evergreen and spruce forest so beautiful in all my years of hunting. It was not long and we
started to see massive bull moose tracks and rubs.
Dan told me we were headed for Bull Ridge which received its name due to his encounter with several large
bulls over the years.
After moose hunting in Newfoundland in 2010, I had
expected to be walking in 6 to 8 inches of water most
of the time. This was not the case in Alberta. This was
a very different moose habitat than Newfoundland.
As we entered into the Bull Ridge area, Dan kept point-
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ing out to me all the fresh moose sign. When we came
to the top of Bull Ridge, Dan was approximately ten
yards in front of me and was waving to me to come
forward quickly. I remember I bent over and tried not
to make too much noise as I moved forward rapidly
toward Dan as he was slightly bent over also.
When I reached Dan, I could not believe what my eyes
saw. I was facing straight ahead at a huge bull moose
at approximately twenty-five yards. The top of his
back was seven feet tall. I distinctly remember seeing
his antlers and palms. The bull moose was looking
directly at me and not moving. Dan then whispered
in my ear to get ready! He started calling the bull and
racking the bushes in front of us. The bull kept looking
straight at me as I carefully raised my 340 Weatherby
Mag on my single pod Primos Trigger stick I purchased
at Cabela’s during the Grand Opening of their Rogers,
Arkansas store last month. After Dan finished calling
and racking the bushes, he quietly told me that the bull
would be moving toward us shortly and to be ready. I
could not believe this hunt was happening so fast. As
the large bull moved, I saw a second smaller bull and
cow within twenty-five yards. As Dan expected, the
larger bull moved up toward us within eighteen yards
of where we were standing. To my surprise, I stayed
calm because I could not believe what I was seeing
at such a close range. This was truly an up close and
personal significant emotional hunting event of my
lifetime. Especially with an animal that was towering
over me. I remember watching this kind of an encounter with a moose happen on a bow hunting show on
TV while sitting in my recliner at home. Now, I was
witnessing it first-hand.
Since I did not want to shoot this magnificent bull in
the head, I decided to wait until I had either a broadside or quartering shot at the bull. Dan kept raking
the bushes. As the bull started to move toward us,
he moved around a large tree on the top of the ridge
where we were standing. As I looked through my
scope, I saw the bull’s massive paddles coming toward
us. Dan stated quietly, let me know when you are going to shoot. No sooner did he get those words out of
his mouth, the bull turned broadside and I shot. Immediately, the bull dropped in its tracks. I was overwhelmed with excitement and immediately apologized
to Dan for shooting so fast. I told him as he was talking, the bull gave me an excellent position to take the
shot.
Since we were only ten to fifteen yards from the fallen
bull, Dan started walking and looking directly at the
second bull which was coming forward to start fighting
the larger fallen bull. It seemed the second bull did not
hornsandhooks.com

want to leave. I whispered to Dan to be careful since
the second bull was within twelve yards of us. The cow
was approximately twenty-five yards away and holding
tight also.
At this point, I remember attempting to grab my camera from my back pack. We really needed to video this
encounter. As I watched Dan, it seemed like he and
that second bull were mentally connected. I remember
seeing Robert Redford in the Horse Whisperer movie.
Dan reminded me of a moose whisperer.
Finally, as Dan moved closer toward the fallen larger
bull, the second bull backed up and started moving
away. It was at this point, Dan stated, “he wished Ken
was here to take the second bull.” As I looked at this
massive fallen bull moose, I could not believe how
these events happened on the first day and first hour
of my hunt. After hugging Dan, I just stopped to takein this whole experience. This was definitely “a hunt of
a life-time for me.” I was looking at a full-grown seventeen point bull with huge palms that I only dreamed
about over my thirty-five years of hunting in the field.
Dan then looked at me and said, “Now the work starts.”
At this point, I started to really appreciate the outfitter’s resources that are used to pack this moose out.
HORNS AND HOOKS MAGAZINE

By the time we finished moving the moose back to our
camp, Dan utilized a side-by-side vehicle to ratchet the
moose’s head up off the road and towed the moose
over 3-miles out of the bush to his 1-ton Dodge and a
sixteen foot enclosed trailer.
When we alerted Ken, Dan’s second moose hunter that
we had a bull down, he informed us that he had a huge
bull approximately eighty yards away from his position.
When we picked Ken up, we found out the bull would
just not come in and give Ken a kill shot.
I found Ken to be a true sportsman. He jumped right
in to help Dan and I process the moose. Once we
arrived at camp, Dan used a front end loader to hoist
the moose for capping and skinning. He had all the
necessary tools needed to handle the process. Dan’s
skinning and capping skill sets were the best I’ve seen.
Both Dan and Ken taught me a great deal on how to
process a moose. Once we finished processing the
moose, we headed back to Dan’s house for dinner and
celebration.
When hunting day #2 started, I told Dan I would like to
sit in a box stand and take pictures of the game I see
during the day. When Dan drove up to the stand on
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a 4-wheel ATV to drop me off, once again, I could not
believe my eyes. I saw four elk and one was definitely
a nice bull approximately five hundred yards away according to Dan’s range finder. I remember mentioning
to Dan that Alberta has it all; moose, elk, bear, muleys,
two hundred class whitetail deer, etc. etc. I remember wishing I had a bull elk tag. On my 3rd hunting
day, I was back in the same stand and saw grouse, five
whitetail deer which two were bucks, two coyotes, and
a red fox.
As hunting day #5 started for Ken, the second hunter,
I told him I would pray that he gets his bull moose.
He replied, “I need all the prayers I can get.” Dan was
starting to feel the pressure of doing his best to find
Ken his bull. As hunters, we know that weather, the capabilities of the hunter and sheer luck play a huge part
on your success in the field. As luck would have it, the
afternoon of Ken’s 5th day of moose hunting would
prove to be successful.

and started moving in on the bull. As Dan called, the
bull moose turned around to look back at which point
Ken fired when the bull turned. The bull immediately
dropped from a two hundred twenty-five grain Barnes
Triple X from his 35 Whelen. Both Ken and I were
fortunate to drop our bulls’ right in their tracks. Once
again, Dan called in his oldest son, Skyler, for assistance to harvest Ken’s bull from the field.
Dan had two clients (hunters) this week and both of us
were successful for a 100% kill rate. Ken harvested a
twelve point bull with a thirty-nine inch spread. Both
Ken and I appreciated the personalized guide service
we received from Dan. I now call him the “Moose
Whisperer.”
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As Ken and Dan were walking an old cut line, Dan saw
a nice bull getting up out of its bedding area. Dan
and Ken immediately grabbed their gear and calls
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